
 

  

 

You are a high-tech startup entrepreneur interested in participating in 

the German economy? 

Great! Then we would like to invite you to discover the diverse 
opportunities Europe’s biggest economy has to offer to startup 
ventures. Accompanied by a group of brave, enthusiastic and like-
minded entrepreneurs from all over the world you will explore some of 
Germany’s most promising hotspots for both startups and her “old   

economy”; connect to peers and talents; build a feeling of what drives the German “startup-scene”; get a grasp 
of current developments in the market and most importantly: 
> Start.up! Germany 2018 aims to match your startup with companies, partners and investors! 

 

 

  
 

   

  

 

Join us for a 5-day guided tour to Cologne, Dusseldorf and the Ruhr area.  

Three reasons why you shouldn’t miss out on this opportunity: 

 Visit some of the most promising startup hotspots in Germany’s industrial heartland North Rhine-Westphalia  
 Get in touch with German corporates and investors in the cities of Dusseldorf, Cologne and the Ruhr area  
 Meet with 300+ startups, 200+ corporates and 50+ top speakers at RuhrSummit in Bochum, one of 

Germany’s biggest startup events, offering Pitch Contests, Match-Makings and Pub Crawls. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

  

 

FACTSHEET: START.UP! GERMANY 

DATE: October 7th – October 12th 2018 

LOCATION:  Cologne, Dusseldorf, Ruhr area 

CAPACITY:  1-5 startups per partnering country 

LANGUAGE:  English (knowledge is mandatory!) 

TARGET GROUP:  We expect more than 40 international startups  
from at least 15 different countries from the  
sectors: 

 InsurTech 
 Smart City 
 Logistics & Mobility 

 

PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS 

! Your startup is in the “market testing” phase: i.e. you must be beyond the seed stage; successful 
accomplishment of first investor rounds is beneficial  

! You have developed a scalable business model with an international approach and a clear focus on the 
German market / German customers 

COVERED BY THE PROGRAM 

The entire program management 

  Transportation within Germany 

  Admission to RuhrSummit 

  Coordination of B2B meetings 
 

NOT COVERED BY THE PROGRAM 

X Transportation costs to Germany 

X  Catering & Accommodation  
But: Special hotel rates will be offered! 

 

WE INVITE YOU TO: 

START.UP! GERMANY 2018   > Feel the pulse of the German startup ecosystem. 



 

  

SCHEDULE 

Time Location  InsurTech   Smart City  Logistics/Mobility  

Sun. 10/7/2018 

all-day  Dusseldorf Arrival, Transfer to different hotels 

evening Dusseldorf International Dusseldorf: 
Get to know the international environment; meet with startups from all over the 

world that made it in Dusseldorf and enjoy good food and drinks 
 

Location: Coworking Space “Super7000”  

Mon. 10/8/2018 

10 am - 1 
pm 

 

Dusseldorf Official beginning of Start.up! Germany 2018 
 

Welcome from IHK Dusseldorf, City of Dusseldorf and NRW.INVEST 
 

"How to Scale up your business in Germany" - Listen to experts and discuss your 
strategies for internationalization 

 

Location: Chamber of Commerce and Industry Dusseldorf 

afternoon Dusseldorf 

“Let’s get started” 
First opportunity to pitch and to meet with big players from your sector 

e.g. Vodafone, Ergo, Metro, Henkel, trivago 

 InsurTech sector   Smart City sector  
Logistics/Mobility 

sector  

evening Dusseldorf Meet with corporates, investors and the local startup scene at a fancy location 

Tue. 10/9/2018 

morning  Transfer to Cologne 

10 am – 
12pm 

Cologne Introduction: “New economy meets old economy – newcomers meet experts” 
 

Get together and match with a variety of small and medium sized companies 
from the Cologne region 

 

Welcome by the mayor of Cologne; Talk with representatives from corporates 
from your sector; International startups introduce their networks in Cologne 

 

Training “How to talk to Cologne corporates” by Vidar Andersen, a “Norwegian 
internet tech industry veteran and founder of tech startups” 

 

Location: Chamber of Commerce and Industry Cologne 

12 pm- 3 pm Cologne  

Visit the BioCampus Cologne – where high-tech is cultivated 
 

Lunch with startups and corporates on the rooftop of BioCampus with a 
breathtaking view over Cologne;  

learn about the BioCampus concept “From Startup to Corporate”; 
meet the members of the future Hightech Campus at a Mini-Expo 

afternoon Cologne 

Meet with big companies & investors 

InsurTech sector  
@Insurlab Germany 

 
Pitches and Reverse Pitches 

with the famous German 
Accelerator for international 

Insurtech-Startups 

Smart City sector  
@GS1 German 

Knowledge Center 
Visit the multimedia 
innovation, training 
and competence 
center; learn more 
about future trends in 
a real-world retail 
environment, testing 
trends in the hospital, 
supermarket and/or 
kitchen of the future 

Logistics/Mobility 
sector  

@Cologne Bonn 
Airport 

 
Pitch your business 
model at the airport 

and meet with 
representatives from 
UPS and FedEx (tbc) 



 

  

evening Cologne “Connecting local ecosystems in a global community”: Join the Startup SAFARI 
pre-event, where you can meet all 40 corporate hosts (e.g. Postbank, trivago, 

pixum) exclusively before SAFARI starts the next day. 

Wed. 10/10/2018 

morning  Transfer to Ruhr area 

10 am - 1 
pm 

Ruhr area 
(Dortmund) 

Reverse Pitch  
“Some of the most important companies in the area present themselves and 

show you ways, how to co-operate with them” 
e.g. WILO, innogy, duisport (Duisburger Hafen AG), thyssenkrupp 

 
Location: Chamber of Commerce and Industry Dortmund 

2 pm - 6 pm Ruhr area 
(Essen) 

Access to Germany  
Learn and discuss in workshops how to gain access to finance, data and markets 

in Germany. Meet corporates and investors like RAG, Schacht.One (Haniel 
group), Gründerfonds Ruhr, Gründerallianz Ruhr, EUREF Campus and others. 

  
Get to know the rising startup ecosystem of “Zollverein“ world heritage site 

7 pm - open 
end 

Ruhr area 
(Duisburg) 

Meet with investors, local companies, public institutions and political 
representatives @WestVisions, the Tech Meet-up for the thriving startup scene 

of the Ruhr area 
 

Location: Landscape Park Duisburg Nord  

Thu. 10/11/2018 

10 am - 12 
pm 

Ruhr area 
(Bochum) 

Accelerator Pitch  
Some outstanding international accelerator programs like STARBUZZ or 

startport show you how to enter the local market;  
meet-up with local and international startups that are part of these programs 

 
Location: Jahrhunderthalle Bochum 

12 pm - 
afternoon 

Ruhr area 
(Bochum) 

Time for work/relaxation / Prepare your half final pitch 

afternoon Ruhr area 

"Meet one big player in your sector"  
RuhrSummit pitch half final / individual feedback 

 InsurTech sector 
@Signal Iduna, Dortmund 

 Smart City sector 
@WILO SE, Dortmund 

Logistics/Mobility 
sector 

@DB Schenker, Essen 

evening Ruhr area 
(Bochum) 

Party / Get Together with RuhrSummit participants (optional) 

Fri. 10/12/2018 

9 am - 6 pm Ruhr area 
(Bochum) 

Participation at the „InternationalSummit“of RuhrSummit 2018: 
Pitch final; Workshops; Matchmaking; Panel Discussions;  

Get Together with participants, investors, corporates 
 

Location: Jahrhunderthalle Bochum 

  Individual departure 

This is a preliminary program that is constantly updated. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  



 

  

Participating companies / partners you can meet  
 

This list is constantly being expanded and should only give a first impression*.  

 

Dusseldorf 

The list will be updated soon.  

 

Cologne 
 

Cologne Bonn Airport 

Every year, almost 12 million passengers choose to take off or land at the Airport, which is in a 
nationwide comparison ranks number six. Around 30 airlines fly out of Cologne to 129 
destinations. Cargo business is also flourishing: With almost 786,000 tons of air cargo in 2016, 
Cologne Bonn Airport is in third place among airports in Germany, and among the top ten in 
Europe. More than 14,000 people work at Cologne Bonn Airport. 

https://www.cologne-bonn-airport.com/en.html 

 

Insurlab Germany 

InsurLab Germany is THE platform to connect the insurance and InsurTech world with each 
other.  

The initiative was the first InsurTech-Hub to be included into the de:hub network of the Federal 
Ministry for Economic Affairs and Energy. The InsurTech-Hub is operated by InsurLab Germany 
e.V., which was founded by several German insurance companies (e.g. AXA, DEVK, Gothaer, IBM, 
Zurich Insurance), universities and startups. 

Together with innovative national and international founders the Insurlab want to work in 
Cologne on topics relevant for the insurance industry ranging from the "internet of things", e-
health, life science to "Blockchain", e-payments, big data and virtual reality, thus shaping the 
future for the insurance industry. 

https://www.insurlab-germany.com/ 

 

Vidar Andersen 

Vidar Andersen (b. 1975) is an award winning Norwegian tech industry veteran who 1) founds 
startups to scratch his own itches, 2) helps spread education on how to build startups to 
founders and students as an advisor and as an educator and 3) helps corporates achieve 
innovation 50x faster the startup way with  +ANDERSEN & ASSOCIATES. 

Andersen was an on and off employee in various highly specialised companies helping large 
international companies and organizations like Statoil, TeeKay Shipping, Shell, Esso, Exxon, T-
Mobile International, Deutsche Telekom, Lufthansa, The Royal Norwegian Government, The 
Norwegian Ministry of Education and Research with innovation and digitalisation - in between 
founding his own companies. 

Vidar will train the members of the Startup Germany Tour in Cologne before we visit our 
corporates. 

http://vidarandersen.com/ 

 

https://www.cologne-bonn-airport.com/en.html
https://www.insurlab-germany.com/
http://vidarandersen.com/


 

  

 

 

GS1 Germany 

GS1 is a not-for-profit organisation that develops and maintains global standards for business 
communication. The best known of these standards is the barcode, a symbol printed on products 
that can be scanned electronically. GS1 barcodes are scanned more than six billion times every 
day. GS1 has 112 local member organisations and 1.5 million user companies. 

GS1 standards are designed to improve the efficiency, safety and visibility of supply chains across 
physical and digital channels in 25 sectors. They form a business language that identifies, 
captures and shares key information about products, locations, assets and more. 

https://www.gs1.org/ 

 

Startup SAFARI Cologne 

Whereas the impact of innovation is felt globally, innovation is created locally. Every city has its 
own unique startup ecosystem full of passionate people that found, invest or support startups. 

With Startup SAFARI Cologne we want to open up the startup ecosystem to the region and give 
like-minded people the chance to take a deep dive into the local startup scene, experience the 
startup lifestyle and create meaningful connections. 

We will take you with us to the pre-event of Startup SAFARI, so you can meet all 40 hosts (e.g. 
Postbank, trivago, pixum) exclusive before the SAFARI starts the next day. 

http://cologne.startupsafari.com/ 

 

BioCampus Cologne 

The BioCampus Cologne is developing into a motor of innovation and one of the largest 
biotechnology parks in Germany. At the centre of the idea are numerous up-and-coming 
companies from the life science sector, who have settled here since the opening in 2002. 

On an area of more than 254,000 m², it offers a good foundation for growth and is the location of 
the future for this knowledge-based industry in the heart of Europe. The pre-financed 
infrastructure and individual settlement concepts offer new perspectives. Currently the 
Biocampus is changing to the Cologne Hightech Campus. 

http://www.biocampuscologne.de/ 

 

Ruhr area: 
 

WILO SE 

Making. Life. Easy. Based on this triad, we develop products and solutions that make life easier 
for people in many ways. We measure ourselves against this high standard. We consider 
customer needs at an early stage and from a comprehensive perspective. At Wilo, successful 
innovations are born from sound knowledge and a keen sense for future technology and market 
requirements. Combining these two factors takes product value to a whole new level of quality. 

Intelligence. Inspiration. Inventiveness. As a pioneer in the pump industry, we have a hand in all 
areas of water movement technology. We have got what it takes to continuously set benchmarks 
with Wilo developments, products, systems and services, which includes our international team 
of experienced, creative employees and innovative technical systems. 

https://www.gs1.org/
http://cologne.startupsafari.com/
http://www.biocampuscologne.de/


 

  

http://www.wilo.com/en 

 

DB Schenker  

With more than 72,000 employees and 2,000 locations around the world, DB Schenker is one of 
the world’s leading global logistics provider — we support industry and trade in the global 
exchange of goods through land transport, worldwide air and ocean freight, contract logistics 
and supply chain management. 

Integrated logistics resides at the world’s most important intersections, where the flow of goods 
creates an effective link between carriers. Our value-added services ensure the flow of goods 
continues seamlessly and supply chains stay lean and optimized for success. Our business holds 
top positions in automotive, technology, consumer goods, trade fair logistics, special transports 
and special events logistics. 

https://www.dbschenker.com/global/about/profile 

 

thyssenkrupp 

thyssenkrupp is a German multinational conglomerate, based in Duisburg and Essen and divided 
into 670 subsidiaries worldwide. It is one of the world's largest steel producers; it was ranked 
tenth-largest worldwide by revenue in 2015. In addition to steel production, ThyssenKrupp's 
products range from machines and industrial services to high-speed trains, elevators and 
shipbuilding. The subsidiary ThyssenKrupp Marine Systems manufactures frigates, corvettes and 
submarines for German and foreign navies. 

https://www.thyssenkrupp.com/en/ 

 

duisport (Duisburger Hafen AG) 

As a trimodal logistics hub and the largest inland hub in Europe, duisport provides the optimal 
combination of advantageous geographical location and favorable location conditions with 
extensive logistics expertise. With a total handling of 3,7 million TEU (20-foot standard 
container), duisport is the world’s largest hinterland container port. With its well connected 
network of logistics services, the port provides locally active enterprises with the best conditions 
for the European wide supply and disposal for trade and industry. Direct, multi-modal 
networking with international freight traffic underlines the port’s leading position as the gateway 
to European markets. 

http://www.duisport.de/en/company/about-us.html 

 

HOCHTIEF 

HOCHTIEF is one of the world's leading construction groups. We have excelled for 140 years in 
our core competency of construction. Our focus is on complex infrastructure projects, many of 
which we deliver on the basis of concession models. We additionally develop and operate real 
estate and facilities. With more than 51,000 employees and a sales volume of EUR 19,9 billion in 
FY 2016, the company is represented in all the world's major markets. 

http://www.hochtief.com/hochtief_en/3.jhtml 

 

 

 

http://www.wilo.com/en
https://www.dbschenker.com/global/about/profile
https://www.thyssenkrupp.com/en/
http://www.duisport.de/en/company/about-us.html
http://www.hochtief.com/hochtief_en/3.jhtml


 

  

 

 

Initiativkreis Ruhr 

The Initiativkreis Ruhr is a strategic partnership of more than 70 leading companies and 
institutions. In total they employ around 2,25 million people worldwide with global revenue of 
more than 630 billion euros. The aim of the Initiativkreis Ruhr is the promotion of the economic 
and professional development of the Ruhr area and to strengthen its competitiveness.  

www.i-r.de 

 

Deutsche Bank 

The Deutsche Bank boards and committees consist of the Supervisory Board, the Management 
Board and the Advisory Board. We have established strong bases in all major emerging markets, 
and therefore have good prospects for business growth in fast-growing economies, including the 
Asia Pacific region, Central and Eastern Europe and Latin America.  

In Europe, we are well placed to benefit from the aforementioned resilient conditions in our 
home market, Germany, and from continued strong levels of corporate activity in the euro zone. 

https://www.db.com/company/en/who-we-are.htm 

 

innogy 

Driving game-changing ideas – that´s our innogy Innovation Hub purpose! With more than 130 
in-house and third-party experts we are building and co-creating new digital and platform-
powered business models. We are focused on how technology and strategy can be leveraged to 
grow innogy’s future business exponentially. Our focus topics are ‘Machine Economy’, ‘Urban 
Exponentials’, ‘Smart & Connected’, ‘Digital Disruptive’ and ‘Big Data’. We cooperate 
internationally with start-up companies, and for this purpose we have our own innovation teams 
in place in the start-up scene in Silicon Valley, Tel Aviv, London and Berlin. innogy invests in 
highly promising new companies around the world, and has initiated a € 130 million investment 
programme for the purpose via innogy corporate ventures GmbH.   

https://innovationhub.innogy.com/ 

 

STARBUZZ Digital Commerce & Logistics Accelerator 

STARBUZZ is the first independent accelerator for digital commerce and logistics startups, 
focusing on B2B and B2C startups. Together with more than 35 leading corporate partners from 
the retail/digital commerce, production and logistics industry – e.g. Tengelmann 
Group/Tengelmann Ventures, ALDI SÜD, Schwarz Group, Fiege Logistics, T-Systems and many 
more – we unleash the potential of innovative digital commerce and logistics startups.  

Located in Mülheim an der Ruhr, in the heart of Germany‘s largest state North-Rhine Westphalia 
and Europe, we boast an extraordinary customer proximity in B2B and B2C segments – 
representing an important prerequisite for success, besides access to capital and the availability 
of highly qualified talent. 

https://www.starbuzz.ruhr/  

 

 

 

http://www.i-r.de/
https://www.db.com/company/en/who-we-are.htm
https://innovationhub.innogy.com/
https://www.starbuzz.ruhr/


 

  

 

KPMG 

KPMG is a global network of independent member firms offering audit, tax and advisory services. 
The firms work closely with clients, helping them to mitigate risks and grasp opportunities. 
Member firms' clients include business corporations, governments and public sector agencies  

 

and not-for-profit organizations. They look to KPMG for a consistent standard of service based on 
high order professional capabilities, industry insight and local knowledge. KPMG member firms 
can be found in 152 countries. Collectively they employ more than 189,000 people across a range 
of disciplines. 

https://home.kpmg.com/xx/en/home/about/overview.html 

 

Gründerallianz Ruhr 

The Gründerallianz Ruhr supports the innovation ecosystem in the Ruhr region in Germany and 
bundles all startups activities in the area. The goal of this initiative is to strengthen the local startup 
scene and nourish it’s growth. The  Gründerallianz Ruhr team supports through various tangible 
actions such as meetups, round tables and a Data Hub, which gives startups and corporates the 
ability to work together on use cases and create new businesses.  

The Gründerallianz Ruhr was founded by Initiativkreis Ruhr and the initiators of „Glückauf 
Zukunft!“, RAG-Stiftung, RAG Aktiengesellschaft and Evonik Industries. The alliance is based in 
"Haus 5” in the middle of the historical Zollverein UNESCO World Heritage Site in Essen.  

http://gruenderallianz.ruhr/ 

 
 

https://home.kpmg.com/xx/en/home/about/overview.html
http://gruenderallianz.ruhr/

